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ACS Benefit Services Introduces National Green Imaging Program 

 
Winston-Salem, NC – ACS Benefit Services has announced a new partnership with Green Imaging, a national,  
full-service virtual medical imaging network that is owned and operated by a group of board-certified radiologists. 

This innovative direct imaging service makes diagnostic testing easy and affordable by giving members convenient, 
centralized access to over 1,400 free-standing, high-value imaging centers across the country that provide high-quality 
care at a pre-determined low cost. Additionally, the cash-pay price provided is the final price paid. There are no hidden 
fees and no extra charge for the radiologist fee. 

“We at Green Imaging are excited to partner with ACS, a company that shares our core values and passion for innovating 
to provide excellent medical care at a more affordable price,” said Cristin Dickerson, MD, founder of Green Imaging. 

“ACS uses big data to identify high-performing providers, and I’m honored to collaborate with Green Imaging in offering 
state-of-the-art solutions and making an impact where it matters most – in the lives of our members,” said ACS CEO Kari 
L. Niblack, Esq. “Driving change and customer satisfaction across the country is the ACS difference.”   

ACS’ Green Imaging network solution is effective for plan adoption by ACS clients beginning on May 1, 2021. 
 
About ACS Benefit Services 
At ACS Benefit Services, our sole focus is providing the most innovative products and services available in the 
health benefits marketplace—all backed with the highest level of customer support. Over the past four 
decades, we are proud to have grown into a leading third-party administrator (TPA) by continuously focusing on 
the future of the industry and creating long-term health plan solutions for our employer groups that 
consistently deliver improved outcomes. For more information, visit acsbenefitservices.com. 

About Green Imaging 
Green Imaging is a radiologist founded full-service direct care radiology network. We give independent 
imaging centers access to employer contracting and aggregation of purchasing power and we offer self-funded 
employers and other entities offering healthcare cost containment services access to high quality imaging 
nationally at often 1/3 or less the average price paid for that exam in a self-funded health plan. For more 
information, visit greenimaging.net 


